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As a group dedicated to increasing the use of rail in our area, we are most disappointed to see 
the proposed 2018 timetable.  Despite all the positive publicity for the new Northern Franchise 
and its many claimed improvements, passengers using Davenport and Woodsmoor stations face
a weekday train service which is inferior in almost all respects to that we have been 
accustomed to for many years. There are no peak-time extra services; there are irregular 
intervals between trains;  skipping of stops removes journey opportunities; and all through 
workings beyond Manchester Piccadilly have been removed.

This is despite the fact that there will be three Northern trains per hour on our line instead of 
two. Missing the busy stations at Davenport and Woodsmoor to gain a few minutes journey 
time from Buxton to Manchester is, in our view, very misguided. Many people have chosen to 
live and/or work in our area because of the good train service, and will be seriously 
inconvenienced by the proposed changes, in ways outlined below.

Andy Stobbie of Woodsmoor Friends Group has prepared an extract from the Consultation 
timetable showing our stations, which can be found at

http://www.davenportstation.org.uk/Timetable-extract-WSR-DAV-170517.pdf

We and our respondents believe strongly that most trains should serve all stations on the
Stockport – Buxton line, which has many more uses than simply commuting to Manchester, 
and that additional stopping trains between Hazel Grove, Piccadilly, Deansgate and Salford 
Crescent are required in the peak periods. Any time savings that are considered necessary 
should follow infrastructure improvements.

Times quoted are for Davenport; station. For Woodsmoor add or subtract three minutes.

Peak-time service

The consultation timetable is based on a simple pattern of two trains per hour, with a one-hour
gap at the end of the morning peak, reducing to hourly in the late evening. There are no 
additional trains for commuters to Manchester either in the morning or evening peaks  ('peak' 
defined as times when off-peak tickets are not valid). 

Currently there are nine trains before 09:30, at  06:40, 06:55, 07:04, 07:27, 07:33, 07:55, 08:06, 
08:40, 09:08.

Proposed service  has just six -  06:29, 07:15, 07:29, 08:15, 08:29, 09:29. The 07:15 and 08:15 
originate from Buxton and are likely, even if formed of the maximum of four carriages allowed 
by station platforms, to be too crowded to board by the time Davenport is reached.

In the evening peak, the service is already inadequate, with only one train additional to the 
pattern – from Piccadilly at 16:21, 16:49, 16:58, 17:23, 17:40, 18:21. 

The proposed service has 16:24, 16:46, 17:24, 17:46 and 18:24.



Irregular headways

Currently there is a pattern of train service from Davenport to Manchester of two trains per 
hour, with departures at approximately even intervals: xx.08 and xx.40. This is to be replaced 
by two trains less than 15 minutes apart at xx.15 and xx.29 followed by a long gap. This is 
clearly much less satisfactory than an even interval, especially if the xx.29 train is cancelled.

Northern have told us that this is due to pathing issues at Edgeley Junction; however it is 
noticeable that the additional trains to be provided for Macclesfield line stations do provide an 
even interval.

Skipping of stops

The Department for Transport's requirements for the franchise are specified by the number of 
trains arriving at Manchester from each station, and a requirement that some trains have 
shorter  journey time for Buxton passengers.  Northern's timetable planners have interpreted 
this in a manner which ignores the needs of people travelling between intermediate stations on
the Buxton line or between intermediate stations and the market town the town of Buxton.  
What is proposed is an hourly service from Davenport to Buxton, but in the return direction 
only five trains from Buxton (06:33, 07:33, 16:36, 17:35 and 22:58), call at Davenport and 
Woodsmoor. For visitors to the rural attractions of Middlewood and Disley the situation is even
worse. These stations are only accessible direct by the 07:07, 09:07, 18:07 (not Middlewood) and 
19:07 trains from Davenport.  A change at Hazel Grove on other trains enforces a 16-minute 
wait there. 

This policy is turning away revenue on lightly-used off-peak services. More importantly, 
Davenport and Woodsmoor are destinations for people travelling from the High Peak. Many 
students attending Stockport Grammar School, Aquinas College, and Hillcrest School use the 
train. A spot check at Davenport on 25 May found 20 people, mostly home-bound students, 
boarding the 15:49 Manchester – Buxton (Davenport 16:05). All these will, of course, have 
travelled down in the morning, and sometimes may wish to arrive and depart at other times.

Stepping Hill Hospital, served by Woodsmoor station and with chronic car parking problems,  is
the designated hospital for all the towns on the Buxton line.

(In the early 1990s British Rail, with little consultation, withdrew the Davenport and 
Woodsmoor calls on many Buxton trains in both directions. They were re-instated the 
following year after many complaints.)

Loss of through trains beyond Piccadilly

The consultation timetable shows all weekday trains from the Buxton and Hazel Grove area 
terminating at Manchester Piccadilly in contrast to the existing timetable, which offers direct 
links on about 50% of trains through Piccadilly to Manchester Oxford Road and beyond. 
Someone has decided to transfer this useful facility to the Macclesfield line, and arrange things 
so that a simple connection at Stockport is not possible, as the train from Macclesfield departs 
there a few minutes before the train from Davenport arrives. The many passengers who travel 
to the Universities on Oxford Road and at Salford Crescent, and those who take advantage of 
the easy connection at Deansgate with Metrolink, will be forced to make a time-wasting, and 
probably unreliable, change at Piccadilly involving the journey over the footbridge. As 
mentioned above, many people have chosen to live near the Buxton line because of its long-
standing through link.



Some extracts from emails from respondents (more welcome!)

“I object strongly to the reduced service. I often travel on the 07.53 or the 08.04, this will have a
huge impact on my daily routine, it will also have a huge impact on my child care.”

“I travel weekly from Woodsmoor to Oxford Road and would be greatly inconvenienced if the 
proposals are accurate and implemented. I currently catch the 06:52 from Woodsmoor to get to 
work. Although I occasionally catch the 06.38, it really is too early for me although a service 
which stops at Oxford Road.  The two new proposed times of 06.26 and 07.12 are either too 
early or late. I have been travelling by train now for some years and have very recently seen a 
sharp increase to the number of commuters using both Woodsmoor and Davenport Stations, 
during this time period and in my experience there are good numbers using the three services 
that will change under the proposal. (06.38, 06.52 and 07.02)”

“I use the train to start work at 8.30 a.m. and travel daily from Woodsmoor to Manchester.  I 
currently have the option of two trains 7.53 or 8.04 but the proposed 2018 timetable leaves me 
only one option at 7.27. This is almost half an hour earlier than I would wish to travel with no 
later option that would get me to work on time. This is a greatly reduced level of service 
provision for which I am sure there will be no corresponding reduction in fare.”

“My wife and I often use the train, sometimes with our bikes, to visit the Middlewood Way and 
Lyme Park. This facility is one of the best things for us about Davenport, and the proposals 
make leisure journeys much more difficult.”

“I am contacting you regarding the proposed changes in frequency of trains from Davenport to 
Manchester and also the change in route (not running to Oxford Road etc.). This will cause me a
lot of problems as I work in Manchester and to be honest was one of the main reasons behind 
me buying my house where I have done. Do you have the detail/guidance of where I can 
escalate my concerns or are you aware of any petitions which I can sign?”

“I'm very concerned about this and would be severely affected, so want to voice my concerns 
directly as I want to know what surveys they have conducted about the use of both Davenport 
and Woodsmoor (they clearly haven't performed any and I don't feel that they've considered 
all users of the Buxton line). In addition personally it doesn't suit my working times,
not all people can start work at 8am or 9am.....this isn't the 1950s!”

“Just to add my voice to the probably obvious dispute in relation to the reduced timetable at 
Davenport Station which is already poor.  Also the trains are ancient and severely 
overcrowded, particularly at 7:55 / 8:06 every morning, so reducing the trains at morning 
commuter times will only make this even worse.”



Some supporting information

Estimated passenger numbers, financial year 2015-16

These figures are estimates for 'station entries' based on ticket sales, and (supposedly) also on 
surveys of the usage of concession passes and other types of all-stations ticket. It probably does
not include passengers who have been unable to purchase a ticket between two unstaffed 
stations when the conductor has not attended to them.

Davenport  142,533 Furness Vale 9,547
Woodsmoor  116,477 Whaley Bridge 63,795
Hazel Grove  325,476 Chapel-en-le-Frith 25,683
Middlewood  13,975 Dove Holes 2,378
Disley  93,455 Buxton 164,367
New Mills Newtown  112,869

Government Requirements

Minimum [Note: minimum] number of trains from Davenport to arrive in Manchester in the 
following time periods. Extracted from the Northern Franchise Agreement published by the 
Department of Transport and dated February 2016. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/northern-rail-2016-rail-franchise-agreement

At that time this was planned at apply from December 2016 but was delayed until May 2017 due
to external factors. The figures, as quoted, are:

02:00 – 06:59 1 16:00 – 18:59 [3 hours] 6
07:00 – 09:59 [3 Hours] 7 19:00 – 21:59 [3 hours] 3
10:00 – 15:59 [6 hours] 12 22:00 – 01:59 2

Journey time fixation

The agreement also specifies that at least 10 trains each way should have a journey time of 55 
minutes between Buxton and Manchester, with 60 minutes for others. The consultation 
timetable suggests that by missing Disley, Middlewood, Woodsmoor, Davenport, Heaton Chapel 
and Levenshulme, a Down train is timed at 56 minutes. In the current timetable, the 06:23 from 
Buxton calls at every station and takes 62 minutes. Trains that call at all stations to Stockport 
and then only Piccadilly are currently timed at 60 minutes, including a pedestrian 12 minutes 
from Stockport to Manchester.  Do a few minutes really matter so much compared to the 
inconvenience caused?

Historical note

We have saved for 50 years our copy of the 1967 timetable;  the trains then in use were the 
well-remembered 'Birmingham RCW' railcar units built in the 1950s. The timing for a Buxton - 
Manchester train calling at all stations (except Heaton Chapel and Levenshulme, and of course 
Woodsmoor which was opened many years later) was  an impressive 48 minutes, and 55 
minutes in the uphill direction. 


